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Abstract
This is a follow-up paper of our previous report on an ion source, which was operated at an
operating pressure higher than the atmospheric pressure. Besides having more working gas for
desolvation, the reduction of mean free path of electrons in a higher pressure environment
increases the threshold voltage for gaseous breakdown, thus enabling a stable electrospray for
the sample solution with high surface tension without the occurrence of electric discharge. In our
previous work, the ion source was not coupled directly to the mass spectrometer and significant
amount of ions were lost before entering the vacuum of the mass spectrometer. In this paper, we
report the new design of our second prototype in which, by using a modified ion transport
capillary, the pressurized ESI ion source was coupled directly to the first pumping stage of the
mass spectrometer without additional modification on the vacuum pumping system. Demon-
strations of the new ion source on the sensitive detection of native proteins from aqueous
solution in both positive and negative ion modes are presented.
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Introduction

Standard electrospray ion source is operated under an
atmospheric pressure ambient [1–4]. Working at

atmospheric pressure is not only convenient to the user,
the bath gas also provide sufficient thermal energy to the
charged droplets for the vaporization of solvent without
freezing them. This feature allows the electrospray to
work with wide range of solvents including those
commonly used in the liquid chromatography, while its
vacuum counterpart electrohydrodynamic (EHD) spray [5,
6] can only handle limited types of solvent. Generation of
ions in the atmospheric pressure rather than in vacuum

also helps to keep the internal and translational energies
of the ions at a level corresponding to the bath gas
temperature [3]. Nowadays, the mass spectrometer, which
is designed to work with ESI and other atmospheric
pressure ionization (API) source, is usually referred as
API mass spectrometer [7].

Some efforts had been put forward to explore the
workability of ESI in the pressure range other than
atmospheric pressure. For example, sub-atmospheric pres-
sure electrospray (few 10s Torr) has been attempted by
Marginean and coworkers using ESI emitter with solution
flow rate of nL/min, so that the generated ions could be
guided more efficiently by their focusing ion optics,
namely ion funnel to the mass analyzer located in high
vacuum [8, 9]. On the other hand, we have recently
demonstrated the super-atmospheric pressure electrospray
ionization with an ion source that could be pressurized
with compressed air up to 5 bars [10]. Raising the
operating pressure of the ESI ion source offers some
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interesting features that can supplement the conventional
ESI or nanoESI ion source, especially in the case of
handling labile compound in aqueous solution. Aqueous
solution has so far been handled by pneumatic-assisted
ESI [11, 12], heated ESI [13], ESI with electron
scavenging sheath gas [14], and more popularly by
nanoESI [15–17]. The approach used in our ion source
is somewhat different from these existing methods.

Due to its high surface tension, water is known to have
higher ESI onset voltage compared with organic solvent
mixtures (e.g., 50 % vol/vol methanol/water solution). Thus,
even with pneumatic assistance, it is rather difficult to
achieve stable and efficient electrospray ionization for
aqueous solution because the threshold voltage for the
gaseous breakdown could fall below or about the same with
the onset voltage of electrospray. Once the gaseous break-
down occurs, it leads to a corona or arc discharge that
seriously affects the electric field near the ESI emitter and
degrades the performance of electrospray. Theoretical
estimations for the onset voltage of electrospray are given
by Taylor [18], Smith [19], and more recently by Wilm and
Mann [15]. The ESI onset voltage depends primarily on the
surface tension of the solution and the relative permittivity
of the ambient medium. If the ambient medium is air or gas,
and for a solution which is relatively incompressible (e.g.,
water), the electrospray onset voltage is almost unaffected
by the ambient gas pressure up to several bars [10]. The
threshold voltage for inducing the gaseous breakdown
however, will increase with the rise of gas pressure due to
the reduction of mean free path for electrons. This
phenomenon is usually referred as Paschen law [20]. Thus,
besides using CO2 or SF6 as sheath gas [14, 21], it is also
possible to quench the gaseous breakdown completely by
pressurizing the ESI ion source with air or N2 to an
appropriate level.

By operating the ion source at air pressure higher than 4
bars, we have previously verified that asides from maintain-
ing stable steady cone-jet mode, electric field around the ESI
emitter could be increased up to the formation of multi-jet
mode (nomenclature due to Cloupeau and Prunet-Foch [22])
for both positive and negative ion modes without the
occurrence of corona discharge. Besides solving the gaseous
breakdown problem, there are other advantages by working
under a high pressure condition. Since more bath gas is used
for the desolvation process, the electrospray ionization is
expected to be even softer compared to that operated at
atmospheric pressure. The gas pressure of the ion source can
also be adjusted to tune the pressure in the first pumping
stage of the mass spectrometer which is known to influence
the collision induced dissociation and the softness of ion
desolvation in vacuum [23–25]. When the heating of the
sample solution becomes necessary, (e.g., to study the
thermally induced denaturation of protein, DNA etc.), a
high pressure condition can even allow the solution to be
heated beyond its boiling point to realize a super-heated
electrospray ionization.

In this paper, we report a new design of our second
prototype of the high pressure ESI source. In our previous
prototype, ions produced from the ESI were not coupled
directly to the vacuum stage of the mass spectrometer, but
were transported out from the high pressure vessel to an
atmospheric pressure side via a metallic capillary. The inner
diameter (i.d.) of the capillary was 0.8 mm and the gas flow
rate was ~17 L/min. The typical gas sampling rate for API
mass spectrometers with differential pumping and ~0.5 mm
inlet orifice is about 1 L/min. This means that most of the
ion rich gas from our previous ion source could not be fed
directly to the mass spectrometer due to the limitation of gas
load allowed for maintaining the operational vacuum level.
In the present work, endeavor has been made to transport the
electrospray ions and fine charged droplets directly from the
high pressure vessel to the vacuum stage of the mass
spectrometers.

Experiment
Mass Spectrometers

The functionality of the present ion source has been tested
using two commercial mass spectrometers: a linear ion trap
(LTQ-Velos; Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA, USA),
and a bench top Orbitrap (Exactive; Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Bremen, Germany). Working pressures in the highest vacuum
stages that house the mass analyzer were 10−5 mbar for LTQ-
Velos, and 10−10 mbar for Exactive.

LTQ-Velos is a recently released linear ion trap from
Thermo Fisher Scientific in which the length of the ion
transport capillary (~6 cm) is nearly half of that used in the
previous version, and a focusing stacked ring ion guide is
employed instead of a standard inlet-skimmer arrangement.
This focusing ion guide is somewhat different from Smith’s
ion funnel in such a way that ring electrodes with same i.d.
are progressively spaced rather than with progressively
reduced i.d. [26]. The Exactive utilizes a typical nozzle-
skimmer arrangement [7, 27], and a ~10 cm long heated ion
transport capillary is used to transport ions from the
atmospheric pressure ambient to the first vacuum stage.
Both instruments utilize a simple ball valve that allows the
ion transport capillary to be easily removed for cleaning and
re-installed without affecting the vacuum of the mass
analyzer.

The original ion transport capillaries for the two mass
spectrometers have an i.d. of 0.55 mm and the pressure
in the first pumping stage is 1.7 ~2 mbar. To couple the
high pressure ion source directly to the mass spectrom-
eter while maintaining the normal operating pressure in
the first pumping stage, ion transport capillaries with
0.25 mm in i.d., and 1.59 mm (1/16 inch) in outer
diameter (o.d.) were fabricated and employed throughout
the experiment. These custom made ion transport
capillaries were made from commercial straight cut
stainless steel capillaries (GL Sciences, Tokyo, Japan).
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Photographs of these ion transport capillaries are shown
in Supplementary Figure S1 of the supporting informa-
tion. No additional modification was made on the
vacuum pumping system.

Super-Atmospheric Pressure ESI Source

Simplified schematic of the high pressure ESI (HP-ESI) ion
source is depicted in Figure 1 and photographs showing the
experimental setup of the ion source are shown in
Supplementary Figure S2. The body of the desolvation
chamber was made of aluminum alloy, which was bored to
an i.d. of 60 mm. The desolvation chamber was attached
with two view ports made of transparent polycarbonate
polymer. The electrospraying condition could be inspected
using a long working distance microscope via these view
ports. The ion source chamber was pressurized with dry air
supplied from an air compressor (oil-free scroll compressor;
Anest Iwata, Yokohama, Japan). The pressure of the ion
source was monitored by an analog pressure gauge and was
adjusted by a speed valve and a pressure regulator equipped
with the air compressor. On one side of the desolvation
chamber, a through hole with diameter of 1.6 mm was bored
so that the ion transport capillary (with o.d. of 1.59 mm)
could be inserted into the desolvation chamber with a narrow
air gap in between them.

ESI emitter was a stainless steel capillary with i.d. of
50 μm (New Objective, Woburn, MA, USA). Distance
between the ESI emitter tip and the ion transport capillary
(counter electrode) was 6 ~10 mm (adjustable during the

experiment). Sample solution was pumped through the
ESI capillary using a syringe pump with high linear force
(PHD 4400; Harvard Apparatus, MA, USA). The flow
rates of sample solution were 0.4 ~5 μL/min. Under
typical operation, the ion source was pressurized to 6 ~7
bars and the flow rate of air supplied to the desolvation
chamber was about 15 ~20 L/min. The ion transport
capillary protruded into the ion source chamber and
sampled the ion rich gas at a flow rate of ~1 L/min.
Nearly all the working gas was exhausted out from the
ion source via the air gap between the ion transport
capillary (o.d.=1.59 mm) and the through hole of 1.6 mm
in diameter, carrying out the moisture from the desolva-
tion chamber. Although the flow rate of the flowing air
was large (15 ~20 L/min), the wind speed around the ESI
emitter was low (in the order of ~0.1 m/s), because of the
large i.d. of the ion source chamber. Compared with those
of ion spray [11], sonic spray [28], and electro-sonic
spray [12] with high speed nebulizing gas, the spraying of
liquid in the present ion source was driven electro-
statically like an unassisted electrospray.

Sample Preparation

Bovine insulin and myoglobin and cytochrome c were
purchased (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) and were used
without further purification. The primary stock solution of
bovine insulin was prepared in 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA)
in aqueous solution, and was subsequently diluted with pure
water to 10−6 and 10−9 M. Myoglobin and cytochrome c were
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Figure 1. Simplified schematic of the high pressure ESI ion source. The ESI ion source was pressurized with dry air to ~7 bars and
the vacuum pressure in the first pumping stage of the mass spectrometer was maintained at below 2 mbar, using a modified ion
transport capillary with i.d. of 0.25 mm, and o.d. of 1.59 mm (1/16 in). On one side of the desolvation chamber, a through hole with
diameter of 1.6mmwas bored so that the ion transport capillary could be inserted into the desolvation chamber with a narrow air gap
between them. Distance between the ESI emitter tip and the ion transport capillary was 6 ~10 mm. Sample solution was pumped
through the ESI emitter capillary using a syringe pump with high linear force. 1 bar≈1 atm
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dissolved in pure water and 10 mM ammonium acetates
aqueous solution. Pure water was prepared using Milli-Q
system (Millipore, Bedford, MA).

Results and Discussion
Relationships between the pressure in the first pumping
stage of the mass spectrometers, P1, and the operating
pressures for the HP-ESI ion source, P0, are depicted in
Figure 2a for LTQ-Velos and Exactive. Pressures in the
highest vacuum stages for both instruments (LTQ-Velos &
Exactive) were found to be unaffected by the ion source
pressure under the tested pressure range. Figure 2b is the
plot of gas sampling rate, QS, (which is the flow rate of air
sampled through the ion transport capillary into the first
vacuum stage of the mass spectrometers) versus the ion
source pressure. The gas sampling rate was measured by
connecting a precision mass flow meter and pressure gauge
to the inlet of the ion transport capillary under a vacuum
sealed condition.

Original working conditions for P1 and QS were: 2 mbar
and 1.4 L/min for LTQ-Velos and 1.7 mbar and 1 L/min for
Exactive. For an API mass spectrometer, P1 is an important
parameter because it determines the location of the mach
disk of the free jet expansion in the vacuum [4], affects the
desolvation of analyte-solvent clusters [24], and influences
the focusing condition of the ion guide located in the
subsequent vacuum stage. As shown in Figure 2, as the
pressure of the ion sources was increased to 6 ~7 bars, both
P1 and QS approach to the original working condition. As
for the distance of Mach disk from the source of the jet, XM,
it can be roughly estimated by XM=(2/3)D[P0/P1]

1/2, where
D is the diameter of the ion transport capillary, P0 is the
upstream pressure (high pressure side), and P1 is the
downstream pressure in the first vacuum chamber [4]. If
Po=7 bars (which was the typical operating condition in this
work), deviations of XM from their original designed values
were about 20% for both Exactive and LTQ-Velos.

Figure 3a and b show the plot of ion intensities versus the
ion source pressure for Exactive and LTQ-Velos in the
positive ion mode. Two sets of sample were tested here. One
was 10−6 M bovine insulin in 50% vol/vol methanol/water
solution, which is a solvent commonly used for atmospheric
pressure ESI, and another one was 10−6 M bovine insulin in
pure aqueous solution. The solution flow rate was 2 μL/min
for both samples, and the temperature of the heated ion
transport capillaries was kept at 300 °C. The ESI voltages
were individually optimized at 4.5 and 6 kV, respectively,
for methanolic and aqueous solutions. Major peaks origi-
nated from insulin have the charge states of +3, +4, and +5,
and the intensities depicted in Figure 3 are the summed
value of these peaks. Basically, the ion intensities increase
with the ion source pressure and reach a plateau at about 6
bars for Exactive (Figure 3a), and 4 bars for LTQ-Velos
(Figure 3b). It is also seen in Figure 3 that when the ion
source pressure was optimized, the abundance of ions
produced from aqueous solution could achieve the same
order of magnitude as that of organic solvent mixture. When
the ion source pressure was reduced to lower than 2.5 bars,
ion intensities drop drastically for the case of aqueous
solution due to the occurrence of corona discharge.

Regarding the sensitivity, it has been improved by more
than an order of magnitude compared with the system in our
previous report [10]. As shown in Figure 4a, the bovine
insulin in aqueous solution could be easily detected down to
the level of 10−9 M with signal to noise ratio, S/N910. For
comparison, solution with the same concentration of sample
was prepared again using 50% vol/vol methanol/water
mixture as solvent and was analyzed under atmospheric
pressure condition using the original ion transport capillary
(i.d. = 0.55 mm). The mass spectrum obtained by atmos-
pheric pressure ESI is depicted in Figure 4b. Same ESI
emitter was used in these measurements with the solution
flow rate of 1 μL/min. Each mass spectrum depicted here
was the average of 10 single scan mass spectra with 50 ms
injection time.
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Figure 2. Plots of (a) pressure in the first pumping stage P1,
and (b) gas sampling rate,QS of themass spectrometer versus
the operating pressures of the ion source. Solid square: LTQ-
Velos; open circle: Exactive. Temperature of the ion transport
capillary was 300 °C. Original working conditions for P1, and
QS were: 2 mbar and 1.4 L/min for LTQ-Velos (dashed lines),
and 1.7 mbar and 1 L/min (dotted lines) for Exactive,
respectively. Pressures in the highest vacuum stages were
1.76×10−5 mbar for LTQ-Velos and 1.12×10−10 mbar for
Exactive, and these value were not affected by the change of
ion source pressure
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Under a viscous flow regime, the conductance C of a gas
transport tube with i.d. D, and length L, is proportional to
PAD

4/L, where PA is the average between the upstream and
downstream pressure [29]. In this experiment, Doriginal=
0.55 mm, Dmodified=0.25 mm, PA,original=1 bar, and PA,

modified=7 bars, thus the ratio of conductance between the
modified and the original ion transport capillaries, Cmodified/
Coriginal=0.29. Although the gas throughput for the HP-ESI
was about the same with that of AP-ESI owing to higher
operating pressure, lower ion transmission efficiency was
anticipated for the modified ion transport capillary [30]. As
shown in Figure 4, ion intensities for insulin measured by
HP-ESI (Figures 4a) were about 2.5 times lower compared
with those of AP-ESI (Figure 4b). Nevertheless, this loss
factor was moderately low considering that the i.d. of our
modified ion transport capillary has been reduced to less
than half of the original one.

In sum, in the case of ESI friendly solvent, the high
pressure ESI ion source at the present stage was not ready to
outperform the atmospheric pressure ESI due to a higher ion
transmission loss, and further work is necessary in the future
to improve this aspect. Nevertheless, the present ion source
has been proven to be useful for the sensitive MS analysis of
aqueous sample solution without the occurrence of gaseous
breakdown. It is also interesting to note that at low analyte
concentration, the mass spectrum obtained from pure
aqueous solution (Figure 4a) appeared to be much cleaner
compared with those obtained from organic solvent mixture
(Figure 4b), possibly owing to less contaminants present in
the pure water.

Positive and negative HP-ESI mass spectra of myoglobin
and cytochrome c, each of 10−7 M in two different aqueous
solutions: pure water and 10 mM aqueous ammonium
acetate are shown in Supplementary Figure S3. Myoglobin
is thermally labile, and the iron-containing porphyrin
(heme), which is bound by noncovalent bonds, can be easily
detached if excessive energy is deposited to the protein
molecules during the ionization process. Under a mild
setting on the desolvation parameters (see caption in Figure
S3), apomyoglobin (without heme) and heme were nearly
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aqueous solution. Solution flow rate was 2 μL/min and the
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absent in the mass spectra, and all the dominant peaks were
originated from the holomyoglobin (with heme). In the cases
of freshly prepared sample in pure water (pH 7), positive
mass spectra of myoglobin and cytochrome c show a
distribution of peaks with higher charge states, indicating
some change of protein conformation from its native state,
which could be due to the local pH change originating from
the electrochemical reaction that is inherent in electrospray
[31]. With the use of 10 mM aqueous ammonium acetate,
which is the most popular buffer for the electrospray of
native protein, the detected peaks were shifted to a lower
charge state, for example +8 in the case of myoglobin
and +7 for cytochrome c.

Negative ESI mass spectra of these proteins show some
considerable difference with the positive mode detection.
First, in the case of pure water, the detected protein anions
appeared at much lower charge state in contrast to the case
of cations. With the use of ammonium acetate buffer, the
charge state distribution became narrower like the positive
ion mode, but the major peaks in the negative mass spectra
still have one or two charge states lower compared to those
in the positive ion mode. This was perhaps due to an
unequal number of acidic and basic sites which are exposed
to the outer surface of the tightly packed protein structure.
However, this interpretation is still speculative and we are
cautioned by some early works [32, 33] that the observed
mass spectra may not represent the condition of protein in
the solution state. Studies done by Konermann and Douglas
concluded that for unfolded proteins, only positive-ion
spectra provide reasonable charge state distribution that
reflects the protein shapes in solution [32]. For native
protein, it is not very clear yet because the apparent
discrepancies in the positive and negative ESI spectra are
also related to the ionization processes and gas phase
stabilities of cations and anions [33]. More work on this
aspect is certainly needed for a better interpretation of
positive and negative ESI mass spectra, and we hope the
present ion source could be a useful tool for research in this
area.

Conclusion
We have demonstrated that super-atmospheric pressure
electrospray ion source could be easily coupled to commer-
cial mass spectrometers for sensitive detection of analytes in
aqueous solution, in both positive and negative ion modes.
The approach used in this paper allows the ion source to be
easily removed or installed to the mass spectrometer in a
“plug-and-play” manner like the originally equipped ESI and
APCI ion sources that come along with the mass spectrom-
eter instrument. Besides electrospray of native protein, the
present ion source is also potentially useful for the gradient
elution chromatography, which involves water-organic sol-
vent solution, and the absence of corona discharge can
ensure a stable and sensitive analysis over the full range of
solvent composition. Aside from the field of mass spec-

trometry, high pressure electrospray can also be used to
deliver fine water aerosol for applications such as pulmonary
drug delivery or chemical synthesis, where the use of toxic
organic solvent or the use of CO2 and SF6 are not desirable.
Although it was demonstrated here only with electrospray,
the concept of super-atmospheric pressure ion source can
also be extended to other ionization techniques, particularly
for those used in the ionization of gaseous compounds
because the number of gas phase interaction is increased in a
higher pressure condition. Electric discharge based method
such as that used in APCI may not be suitable for this
purpose, but it can be implemented with photochemical or
secondary electrospray ionization [34, 35].
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